
ALL-IN-ONE HEAT PUMPS

Save up to 80% on 
hot water costs with 
Emerald heat pumps



The energy-saving, 
stylish, all-in-one 
heat pump

The Emerald all-in-one heat pump offers a stylish 

design and significant cost savings for your hot water 

needs. With its compact form, it seamlessly fits into 

any residential setting.

Designed for optimum performance, the Emerald all-in-one 

heat pump includes an optional built-in electric heater for 

an extra hot water boost when needed. Its highly efficient 

DC inverter technology ensures longer component life and 

reduces noise production.

The Emerald all-in-one heat pump is environmentally friendly 

with a low Global Warming Potential (GWP). It helps save 

energy and reduce your carbon footprint.

With a Wi-Fi chip, you can connect the Emerald all-in-one  

heat pump to the Emerald app for smart control using your 

mobile phone.



FEATURES

 § High efficiency DC inverter 

technology

 § Wi-Fi enabled for connection 

to the Emerald app for 

smart control and easy 

troubleshooting

 § Silent mode

 § Holiday mode

 § R290 hydrocarbon -  

low Global Warming Potential 

(GWP)

 § Stylish design

 § Optional built-in electric 

heater as backup 

WARRANTY

7 years tank.

5 years heat pump unit 

2 years labour warranty

*Subject to terms and conditions

THE RANGE 

We offer two models, the 220L and 270L, 

both feature an optional built-in electric 

heater. This feature serves as a backup for 

faster heating, guaranteeing a continuous 

supply of hot water even in cold weather 

conditions. 

The Emerald all-in-one heat pump is specifically 

designed to deliver optimum performance.  

It incorporates highly efficient DC inverter 

technology, which not only extends the lifespan  

of the components but also reduces noise 

production.

$795

Electric
Storage

$770

Electric
Instant

$635

Gas
Storage

$485

Gas
Instant

$160

Heat
Pump

*Average annual Australian cost estimates based on daily use of 150-200L for 4 people



A heat pump is an energy-efficient way to 

reduce your energy requirements to heat  

hot water. 

The heat pump efficiently extracts heat from the 

outside air and transfers it to heat water, using 

minimal electricity, resulting in reduced carbon 

emissions and increased energy efficiency.

ENERGY SAVINGS OF UP TO 80% 

220L

220L

with backup 

electric heater

270L

270L

with backup 

electric heater

RESIDENTIAL EE-HWS-A1-220 EE-HWS-A1-220E EE-HWS-A1-270 EE-HWS-A1-270E

COMMERCIAL EE-HWS-A1-220-1 EE-HWS-A1-220E-1 EE-HWS-A1-270-1 EE-HWS-A1-270E-1

220L 270L
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